
Make Your Neighborhood a Terror-Free Zone
HELP US SAVE THE LIVES of innocent

American children. Help make your
community a Terror-Free Zone.

Stop the genocide; stop the murder and
hatred. Together, we can prevent our
communites from becoming bomb mag-
nets or targets for terrorists, one neigh-
borhood at a time.

Ask your neighbors and civic leaders
to sign the National Alliance resolution
to make your community a Terror-Free
Zone today.

The terrorist deemed most responsible
for the attacks on September 11th, 2001,
Osama bin Laden, stated ominously on
May 26th, 1998: “By God’s grace, we
have formed with many other Islamic
groups and organizations in the Islamic
world a front called the International Is-
lamic Front to do jihad against the cru-
saders and Jews.”

We know our government’s over-
whelming support for the Jewish state
— over 10 million dollars every single
day — is a major factor in causing ter-
rorism and hatred of Americans over-
seas. But “crusaders”? Who are they?
While it may seem like an antiquated
historical term, the “crusaders” to which
the terrorist-in-chief is referring are the
American and allied forces which have
repeatedly made war on Moslem states
in response to the demands of the Jew-
ish lobby.

We must keep terrorists out of our country by re-establishing
the pre-1965 immigration laws which kept our country safe and
secure, and kept the endless wars and fanatical hatreds of the
Middle East far from our shores.

By the same token, we must stop meddling in the affairs of the
Middle East, stop taking sides, and oppose the U.S. government-
funded war on Islam. Let Israel fight its own wars.

Stop increasing the hatred, and stop killing the Middle East-
erners who have never done us any harm — the ones who re-
mained at home.

Israel’s brutality against the Palestinians and its decades-long
occupation of other people’s land is not something that Ameri-
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Above: The destruction of the twin towers of the World Trade Center
was a wake-up call to Americans. Our open borders policy toward
immigration of Middle Easterners, coupled with aggressive support
of Israel and attacks on Moslem nations overseas, is the opposite of
the policy we need to ensure our safety: Close our borders and remain
neutral in the Middle East.

cans should be paying for; it merely in-
creases hatred for America and makes us
targets for terrorism. We say: Not with
our taxes, not in our name!

Below is a copy of the National Alli-
ance Terror-Free Zone resolution. Please
copy it, inserting the name of your local
community, and add the signatures of
your local community and civic leaders
endorsing the resolution. Send us a copy
of your locality’s completed resolution for
national coordination.

TERROR-FREE ZONE RESOLUTION

WHEREAS the attack on September
11th came in response to our
government’s diplomatic, economic
and military support for Israel in its
wars against the Arabs and Moslems;

WHEREAS these wars and proposed
wars in the Middle East are the result
of pressure by the powerful Jewish
lobby; and these wars and proposed
wars are in direct conflict with
America’s best interests;

WHEREAS the vast majority of the
population does not support these poli-
cies and wars; and therefore should not
be targeted for reprisals;

THEREFORE, the citizens of INSERT NAME OF YOUR COMMUNITY

are requesting that the federal government not use our tax
money, troops, or diplomatic pressure to support Israel’s dep-
redations.

WE ASK that this resolution be given the widest possible
circulation, and we ask specifically that it be forwarded inter-
nationally to all nations of the Middle East, belligerents and
neutrals alike, with the request that because of the issuance
of this statement, INSERT NAME OF YOUR COMMUNITY not be tar-
geted for reprisals and that it be declared a Terror-Free Zone.


